
WHAT A DIFFERENCE
50 YEARS MAKES!
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President of Carroll Gantz Design and past president of IDSA, Gantz was professor and
department head of design at Carnegie Mellon University as well as director of design for
Black and Decker, where he designed the original Dustbuster® cordless hand-held vacu-
um cleaner. Now retired at Seabrook Island, SC, he chairs IDSA’s Design History Section. 

W
hat was it like to become a designer in 1955?

As one of the dwindling survivors, I’ve been

asked to reveal the truth about those remote

and primitive years!

Inspired to enter the field by Raymond Loewy’s 1951 book Never Leave
Well Enough Alone, which glamorized the profession far beyond reality, I had
graduated from the only degree-granting program in industrial design at that
time, Carnegie Tech (now Carnegie Mellon University). The few other pro-
grams were less than four years and/or offered a certificate rather than a
bachelor of arts or fine arts. Accreditation for design programs did not exist.
My first two years of foundation courses included painting, figure drawing,
color, anatomy and art history but little about industrial design. The second
two years were better, except for the glaring omission of rendering tech-
niques required by major design employers. There were no national student
competitions, no student chapters and few lectures, exhibits or articles about
design. I was in a graduating class of seven, all males. 

There were no campus corporate interviews for designers, but Uncle
Sam was waiting for us; the military draft was still in effect after the Korean
War. It was tough to get any job because employers anticipated that young
men would be drafted within weeks of graduation from college. After months
of unsuccessful interviews as I waited to be drafted, I decided to get it over
with and enlisted in the military. 

The author’s graduation photo from Carnegie
Tech in 1953.
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tables with dozens of engineers and draftsmen. There
was no privacy or secrecy in what we were designing.
Engineers peered curiously over my shoulder as I worked
on clay models (the non-drying greenish-gray stuff). I was
supposed to make their designs “prettier,” but they fought
any significant change I suggested. I had to learn render-
ing techniques on the job by imitating examples in ID
magazine. I “lofted” complex surfaces by sawing plaster
models into 1/2-inch slices and traced the sectioned
templates directly onto tooling drawings.

Contact with design peers was virtually non-existent,
but there were several national design organizations.
The American Society of Industrial Designers (IDSA’s
predecessor) had fewer than 100 members. Admission

When I got out of the military in 1955, the prospects
for industrial designers weren’t much better than when
I’d tried to find a job three years earlier. Industrial
Design magazine had just begun publication, but it had
few classifieds. There was only one national design
headhunter (Theodore S. Jones in Boston), and almost
all the design jobs were in a handful of major cities. Still,
somehow I learned of a job opening at the family-owned
Hoover Company in rural Ohio. When I was offered the
job at the mind-boggling salary of $450 per month, I
jumped at the opportunity. 

The only other designer at Hoover was my boss,
Russ Swann, who had no formal design training. We
worked in an open bull pen at huge 4’ x 6’ drafting

Tools of the Trade, Then and Now

Need Tools in 1955 Tools in 2005
conceptualization sketches pencil, pastels, ships curves magic markers, felt pens, 

prismacolor pencils
final design visualizations rubbed pastel, guache or  PhotoRender in Pro-E or similar 

air-brush renderings software
concept models clay, cardboard, plywood urethane foam, foam-core, 

stereolithography
presentation models painted wood or clay stereolithography, vacuum-formed 

plastic
calculations slide rule Palm Pilot, calculator
dimensioned drawings radius templates, T-square, Pro-E data downloaded or (preferably) 

drafting instruments—on vellum sent directly to tooling
copies of dimensioned drawings ozalid or blueprint process digital data download process
group presentations 35 mm slides Microsoft PowerPoint or other software
portfolio renderings, sketches, drawings CDs, DVDs, e-mail
project communication w/ clients long letters, photos e-mail, CDs, DVDs
instant communication w/ clients telephone e-mail, telephone, cell phone,  

conference calls, videoconferencing
job search letters, photos Internet, e-mail
resumés typewriter Microsoft Word
letter copies mimeograph photocopy machines

50 YEARS
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Clockwise, starting upper right: Junior-year slip mold and ashtray project.  � On-the-job rubbed pastel rendering of a canister vacuum cleaner.  �

Senior-year design project model of an electric branding iron.  � Freshman-year figure drawing.

to this professional organization required evidence of
product designs actually in production in three different
product categories—which took me over seven years to
achieve since product lead times were about four
years—plus, three letters of recommendation from cur-
rent members. Chapter meetings were 150 miles away.
The Industrial Designer’s Institute, another IDSA prede-
cessor, presented annual national design awards, but I
only learned of these years later when I unintentionally
won one of them. 

Well-designed US household products were hard to
find in the 1950s. The aggressive five-year Good Design
program by the Museum of Modern Art had already
been discontinued. In Germany, the “New Bauhaus”
school had just opened in Ulm, and Braun AG was reor-
ganized to initiate what would become the most influen-
tial corporate design program over the next generation.
IBM computers existed, but they cost millions, filled a
large room, had 8,000 vacuum tubes and had a memo-

ry of only 5,000 words. Blissfully, I didn’t know much
about any of this or what was going on in the design
profession until I had worked for five years or so.

Naturally, I used the typical 1955 tools of the trade,
and I still save most of them in the event of global elec-
tronic failure. The tedious manual labor of exaggerated
renderings and lovingly sanded models provided me with
enormous tactile and artistic satisfaction, but today’s
tools provide designers the capability to create designs
unimaginable then—and at ten times the speed. 

And there are so many more designers taking
advantage of these new tools. Today, there are 53
design education programs in industrial design, 35 of
which are accredited. There are dozens of competitions
and awards for students and professionals alike. Annual
design awards get national press and full credits to
designers. IDSA’s latest Design Perspectives lists 34
open industrial design positions. May the good old days
rest in peace! �


